POVI spring seminar 2021:
Every Tuesday from 12-12.40 at Teams. POVI Social – Virtual drop-in meeting
As Covid-19 is taking a toll on us all, we decided to hold a weekly virtual drop-in meeting where we
can be social and update each other on matters large and small. There is no formal agenda, nor
any requirements for attendance. Just drop in every Tuesday for an informal chat with your POVIcolleagues about how you are feeling and what has been on your mind lately.
22/3 12-13.30 Virtual Keynote speak with Renate Meyer. In this seminar, Professor Renate
Meyer, who is Editor in Chief of Organization Studies, will share her thoughts on public sector
articles in the journal such as what are the current agendas, missing debates, and possible
contributions. There will also be plenty of room for questions regarding review and publishing
processes.
8/4 12.13.30 Virtual Short presentations of POVI members ideas, projects and work (without
papers): Post doc. Frank Meier Invisible project leadership work in digital transformation: A CCO
approach. PhD Alexandrina Schmidt: ”The Dark side of Digitalization”. This PhD investigates how
digitalization of job centers influences disadvantaged citizens. PhD. Ditte Thøgersen: Feedback is
requested on a Call for abstracts for a book proposal about Public innovation management. The
draft for the call will be sent out a week prior to the meeting and subesquently distributed
through our network.
23/4 14-15.30 Virtual Keynote speak with Erin Metz
McDonnell(https://erinmetzmcdonnell.weebly.com/). Patchwork Leviathan: How Organizational
and Cognitive Insights Help Explain High-Performing Niches in Low-Income States
In states where corruption or ineffectiveness are expected of civil servants, how do some niches
within the state emerge as distinctly more effective and public-oriented than the rest?
11/5 12-13.30 Virtual Roundtable and Paper presentations: PhD. Ditte Thøgersen: Windows of
Translation - The asynchronous translation of an organizational mission, Post doc. Vibeke Kristine
Scheller: Meeting cancer on home ground: Boundary work in at-home cancer trajectories
16/6: 12-13.30 Live at CBS Book discussion: Public Innovation Management in a Danish
context. Ditte Thøgersen & Anne Reff Pedersen. In this seminar authors will present their
abstracts for the book chapters and we will discuss the shared narrative of the anthology. Finally,
we will agree on a template for the structure of the chapters.

